T cell receptor alpha gene rearrangement and transcription in adult thymic gamma delta cells.
T cells belong to two separate lineages based on surface expression of alpha beta or gamma delta T cell receptors (TCR). Since during thymus development TCR beta, gamma, and delta genes rearrange before alpha genes, and gamma delta cells appear earlier than alpha beta cells, it has been assumed that gamma delta cells are devoid of TCR alpha rearrangements. We show here that this is not the case, since mature adult, but not fetal, thymic gamma delta cells undergo VJ alpha rearrangements more frequently than immature alpha beta lineage thymic precursors. Sequence analysis shows VJ alpha rearrangements in gamma delta cells to be mostly (70%) nonproductive. Furthermore, VJ alpha rearrangements in gamma delta cells are transcribed normally and, as shown by analysis of TCR beta-/- mice, occur independently of productive VDJ beta rearrangements. These data are interpreted in the context of a model in which precursors of alpha beta and gamma delta cells differ in their ability to express a functional pre-TCR complex.